
Epistemic modals sit above tense[4,8], giving a present claim.
Modal verbs (ii), but not modal auxiliaries (i) can also give a past claim because
they host their own tense, like regular verbs[7,9].

(i) Modal auxiliary (ii) Modal verb

Participants 180 adult participants recruited on Amazon Mturk and Prolific
(after exclusion: 153 participants; English: 53; French: 49; Dutch: 51)

In all three languages:
üParticipants tend to reject seemed [+thought] & accept it [+know]

Had-to vs seemed:
üParticipants accept hadto [+thought] more than seemed

à epi > Tense available in all three languages
üIn English and French, they accept hadto [+know] less than seemed
üIn Dutch, no difference with seemed

à Tense > epi in Dutch but not in English and French

ü No clear split between participants
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The bigger question ResultsExperiment

The debate

Discussion

Goals: 
- What are the available interpretations for past tense epistemics?
- How does this vary between languages?

”It had to be snowing this morning.” (English) 
“Il devait pleuvoir ce matin.” (French) 
“Het moest aan het sneeuwen zijn vanmorgen.” (Dutch) 

Acceptability Judgment Task:

The detective says:

It had to be raining yesterday, but I thought it was snowing.
It had to be raining yesterday, but now I know it was snowing.

It seemed to me to be raining yesterday, but I thought it was snowing.
It seemed to me to be raining yesterday, but now I know it was snowing.

The detective is speaking in a…

If you had $100 to bet on what really happened, how would you distribute your money?

Procedure: 
- Instructions
- Training: 3 example sentences 
- Test phase: 16 sentences: 8 trials (4 +know, 4 +thought); 8 fillers (4 yes, 4 no)

Conditions: 
- Modal lemma (between subjects) English: had to vs. seemed to me 

French: devait vs. me semblait
Dutch: moest vs. leek me

- Continuation (within subjects) English: + know vs. + thought
French: + sais vs. + pensais
Dutch: + wist vs. + dacht

- Language (between subjects) English (E), French (F), Dutch (D)

Expectations:

- seemed: à Tense > epi, *epi > Tense
- had-to: Can, must, or can’t scope over Tense?

- If scoping under tense (Tense > epi): same results as seemed
- If scoping over tense (epi > Tense): opposite results hadto/seemed

What must and can must and can mean. Linguistics and Philosophy 1(3). 337–355. 

Two potential orders for tensed modals: tense > modal or modal > tense.

(2) Jo had to do the dishes yesterday.
a. *‘Jo is currently obliged to have done the dishes.’ *deo > tense
b. ‘Jo was obliged to do the dishes.’     tense > deo

(3) It had to be raining yesterday.
(i) ‘given the evidence available now, it was raining yesterday’ epi > t
(ii)‘given the evidence available in the past (yesterday), it was raining’ t > epi

Earliest answer: (i) a present epistemic claim, epi > t [English[3,4]; French[4]]
Recent challenges: (ii) a past epistemic claim, t > epi [English[5,6] Dutch[6,7]]
(4) This morning I opened my phone bill and was shocked when I saw that I owed $10,000. This
had to be a mistake! Unfortunately, it turned out to be correct. My husband had used my phone
on his latest trip to Papua New Guinea, forgetting about the roaming charges.[6]

The disagreement stems from 2 sources:
1) the confound of story-telling contexts (4);
2) principled cross-linguistic variation.

Our experiment: Within a language, there’s at least partial convergence.
à French, Dutch, English: present epistemic claim
à Dutch: also a past epistemic claim

Potential explanation: The lexical category of modals.

Sentence Continuation
Acceptability 

Judgment Task
English French Dutch

It seemed to me to P but I thought that Q X X X
It seemed to me to P but now I know that Q ok ok ok
It had to P but I thought that Q ok ok ok
It had to P but now I know that Q X X ok

seemed had to semblait devait leek moest

52.0%

70.0%

78.8%

English (n=53) French (n=49) Dutch (n=51)

Hypothesis: Different modals

What meanings do people assign when the input is scarce?
Option 1: Individual variation 
Option 2: Convergence

Case study 1: Deontic vs. epistemic uses of modals[1,2]
(1) Alex has to have a fence

(i) ‘Alex is probably a fence owner.’ (epistemic)
(ii) ‘The town’s mayor ordered Alex to have a fence. (deontic)

Current case study: Past tense epistemic modals.
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Controls (seemed/semblait/leek):
üsame in all three languages, past epistemic claim

Test cases (had to/devait/moest): 
ühad to P + thought Q: higher acceptance rates than with seem
à present epistemic claim available in all three languages
ühad to + know Q: significant difference with seem in E and F, but not in D
à past epistemic claim available for moest

But…
- quite low rate of acceptance for {hadto + thought}: why?
- quite high rate of acceptance for {hadto + know}: why?
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Main take-away


